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INTRODUCTION 

In January, 2016 Airways Corporation of New Zealand released a formal consultation document setting 

out its proposed prices for air traffic and navigation services for the 2016 – 2019 period. 

Airways sought feedback on the proposals set out in the document, inviting the public to provide feedback 

in writing by 11 March, 2016.  

A total of 11 written submissions were received as detailed in figure 1 below.  

Figure 1: Submissions received 

Airlines Air New Zealand 

Board of Airline Representatives New Zealand (BARNZ) 

International Air Transport Association (IATA) 

Qantas group (including Jetstar) 

General Aviation Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA)  

Aviation New Zealand 

Canterbury Aero Club 

CTC Aviation Training (NZ) Limited 

Flying New Zealand 

Sport Aircraft Association NZ Inc. (SAANZ)  

Airports NZ Airports Association 

Between now and May 2016, Airways is considering each submission and will finalise its prices for the 

2016 – 2019 pricing period.  

In late May 2016, Airways will publish a document summarising and responding to public submissions. 

Airways’ new prices for the 2016 – 2019 pricing period will be announced on 27 May 2016, with the new 

prices taking effect from 1 July 2016. 

PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS DOCUMENTS 

Airways has published a public submissions document featuring submissions from the airline, airports 

and general aviation sectors. 

The purpose of publishing the submissions is to ensure the consultation process is transparent and well 

understood.  

The document lists submitters by name (in alphabetical order) and has been compiled as a single 

document to make submissions easy to download, read and cross reference.  

The document is available from Airways’ website, at: 

https://www.airways.co.nz/products-and-services/air-navigation-services/new-zealand-service-framework/current-public-consultation/2016-2019-pricing-consultation-submissions/
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https://www.airways.co.nz/products-and-services/air-navigation-services/new-zealand-service-
framework/current-public-consultation/2016-2019-pricing-consultation-submissions/ 

 

https://www.airways.co.nz/products-and-services/air-navigation-services/new-zealand-service-framework/current-public-consultation/2016-2019-pricing-consultation-submissions/
https://www.airways.co.nz/products-and-services/air-navigation-services/new-zealand-service-framework/current-public-consultation/2016-2019-pricing-consultation-submissions/
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AIRLINES/AIRPORTS 

AIR NEW ZEALAND 

AIRWAYS PROPOSED PRICING FOR THE 2016-2019 PERIOD 

Airways is currently consulting on proposed prices for the three year period commencing 1 July 2016. 

Airways proposal is for a total 3.6% price increase over the three year period, delivering a 13.2% revenue 

increase to fund service enhancements and a series of strategic initiatives which are estimated to provide 

significant financial and operational benefits in future years. Volume growth in the current period has 

been a significant driver in delivering this revenue growth without corresponding price increases. 

Air New Zealand is generally comfortable with the approach Airways has taken in terms of its proposed 

service enhancements and strategic initiatives and looks forward to working with Airways to progress 

these. 

However, Air New Zealand considers there are a couple of features of Airways proposal which need to be 

revisited which could result in no price increase being necessary. 

COST OF CAPITAL 

As was the case previously, Airways is proposing to apply the Commerce Commission’s WACC Input 

Methodology for airports. The key inputs in this IM are the current risk-free rate, debt premium and the 

appropriate point in the WACC range to adopt. 

Airways proposal appears to use the risk free rate adopted by the Commission in its 31 July 2015 cost of 

capital determination for airports. The rate at that time was 3.23% and was combined with a debt 

premium of 1%. As Airways is aware there has been a significant reduction in risk free rates in the 

intervening period (albeit there has also been an adjustment to the debt premium). When making its 

decision Airways should be using the most recent data available, as does the Commission, reflecting 

current market circumstances (current data would suggest a 67th percentile WACC of approximately 7.1%, 

which reduces Airways revenue requirement by approximately $1m per annum). 

Airways is proposing to use the 67th percentile on the WACC range, consistent with the Commission’s 

decision in respect of gas pipeline and electricity distribution businesses. This results in an approximate 

0.7% uplift over the mid-point WACC (using the proposals inputs) of 6.9%. 

Air New Zealand notes that subsequent to its decision on gas pipeline and electricity distribution 

businesses, the Commission’s decision in respect of Chorus was to use the mid-point WACC. The 

Commission has also released its emerging views on the airport WACC percentile and a report from 

Professor George Yarrow – both of which conclude that the appropriate starting point in the assessment 

of returns is the midpoint, with “greater justification, reasoning and evidence to be required as any 

divergence from the mid-point increases.” 
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Air New Zealand is not aware of any justification for Airways to set its future prices with an assumption 

that it should be entitled to earn more than a mid-point cost of capital. This is neither efficient nor in the 

best interest of consumers. 

VOLUME GROWTH 

Airways is forecasting weighted average growth rates of 2.5%, 1.3% and 1% over the three year period. 

Crucially, this includes domestic growth of only 0.1% in FY18 and a forecast 0.2% decrease in domestic 

volumes in FY19. 

Air New Zealand considers this forecast to be overly conservative and certainly does not consider it 

appropriate to factor in a decrease in volume in FY19. At the very least, volumes should be forecast to be 

flat rather than reducing. 

It is noted that Airways’ pricing framework includes an adjustment mechanism when revenue falls outside 

+/-2%. This adjustment mechanism is intended as a risk sharing measure. Air New Zealand considers this 

provides adequate opportunity for Airways to revisit pricing if required as a result of reducing volumes. It 

is noted that to date, the current pricing period has resulted in a significant positive-EVA return for 

Airways, even with this mechanism in place. It could be questioned whether this truly represents a sharing 

of risk. 

TIMING OF PRICE CHANGES 

An enduring focus of Airways pricing framework has been a focus on achieving EVA=0 on an annual basis 

(notwithstanding that recent outturn performance has significantly exceeded that). A significant portion 

of the increased revenue requirement in this next pricing period is due to the service enhancements and 

strategic initiatives proposed by Airways - with benefits from those initiatives accruing over the next 

decade. 

Air New Zealand questions whether a better approach would be to hold prices constant during this period 

with any adjustments occurring in future periods when increased volumes and the impacts of those 

initiatives would enable lesser increases, if required. Airways overall return over this extended period 

would not be impacted, only the shorter term annual snapshots of performance. 

For the sake of completeness Air New Zealand notes that BARNZ has made to submission to Airways on 

its proposed pricing, including more detailed comment on the specific questions posed by Airways. Air 

New Zealand fully supports the BARNZ submission and requests that Airways consider those responses 

to reflect Air New Zealand’s view also. In particular Air New Zealand is interested in Airways’ response to 

the questions posed by BARNZ in relation to the risk sharing mechanism and how this applies in this 

instance as this will have a fundamental impact on whether prices should remain unchanged or indeed 

be reduced. 
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BOARD OF AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVES NEW ZEALAND (BARNZ) 

SUBMISSION ON AIRWAYS PROPOSED PRICING FOR FY17 TO FY19 

Summary of BARNZ views of Airways’ Proposed Pricing 

BARNZ welcomes Airways’ strategy of endeavouring to minimise increases to charges over the 

forthcoming pricing period while at the same time undertaking strategic initiatives designed to improve 

resilience and working towards developing an in-house air traffic control system to replace the current, 

near end-of-life system. BARNZ supports all of the initiatives identified by Airways, particularly the move 

to co-locate Airways centres at Auckland and Christchurch, which will give improved resilience, and the 

afore-mentioned in-house redevelopment of the air traffic control system. 

However BARNZ does not support the proposed increase in charges. In fact, we consider that there are 

strong grounds indicating that charges can in fact be reduced by several percent, while still allowing the 

work proposed to be undertaken by Airways to be managed within the already significant increases to 

Airways’ revenue resulting from the substantial growth in aircraft movements occurring in 2015 and 2016. 

The key matters showing that Airways’ proposed increase in revenue is not justified are the WACC being 

over-stated, forecast growth being significantly too conservative, and Airways seeking to recover all 

operating costs relating to strategic initiatives in the new pricing period even though these initiatives will 

not produce benefits to users until the following pricing period. 

In addition, BARNZ considers that Airways has failed to properly apply its volume risk sharing mechanism 

and is arguably in breach of the provisions of the contractual terms relating to the FY13 to FY16 pricing 

period as set out in the Airways Consultation Response Document dated 17 May 2013. As per the volume 

risk sharing mechanism adopted by Airways, 75% of the revenue fluctuations above 2% of forecast 

revenue in FY16 should be passed to customers through an adjustment to charges in FY17, which we 

calculate amounts to a $3.3m adjustment needing to be passed to customers. Airways has not done this, 

which leaves it retaining 100% of the benefit of the revenue fluctuations in FY16. 

Conservatively, BARNZ estimates that the impact of these matters over the pricing period will amount to 

at least $16m, estimated as follows: 

 A mid-point updated WACC is approximately 1% below the WACC proposed to be adopted by 

Airways, which results in a reduction in required revenue of approximately $2m per annum; 

 The reduction in return on capital reduces the income required for taxation by approximately 

$550 000 per annum; 

 The suggested smoothing of the strategic operating costs incurred to co-locate a new air traffic 

control centre in Auckland would move $5.4m out of the FY17 to FY19 pricing period (leaving 

$6.3m to continue to be recovered in the FY17 to FY19 pricing period); 

 The proper application of the volume risk sharing mechanism requires a reduction of required 

revenue in FY17 of $3.3m, reflecting 75% of the additional revenue earned by Airways in FY16 

above the 2% variation threshold. 
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The impact from updating volume forecasts is not able to be accurately estimated easily by BARNZ but 

this would affect the unit charges rather than the required revenue in any event. 

These adjustments mean that the average proposed 3.6% increase to charges over the pricing period over 

the three years is not justified and charges should actually be decreasing. The adjustment for the updated 

WACC by itself removes any need for an increase to overall charges. 

Comments on Building Block Inputs to Pricing Calculation 

We ask that Airways review the level of charges proposed in the light of the following matters (elaborated 

upon in the attached table which contains BARNZ’s responses to the questions asked by Airways): 

 The WACC adopted by Airways needs to be revised to: 

o reflect current risk-free rates and debt premiums; and 

o be applied at the mid-point estimate, which the Commission is now recognising as the 

appropriate starting point, which should only be departed from where there is clear 

evidence of benefits to consumers in the form of increased incentives to undertake 

investment, which would otherwise be unlikely to occur. 

BARNZ estimates (using a 3.5% cost of debt {i.e. 2.5% risk free rate and 1.0% debt premium} as 

a placeholder until the April data becomes available) that adopting an up-dated mid-point WACC 

produces a WACC of approximately 6.8%, compared to the 7.6% being targeted by Airways, 

which reduces the annual cost of capital requirement by approximately $2m pa. In addition, 

income tax will be affected, reducing by approximately $560 000 pa, resulting in an approximate 

combined annual reduction of revenue of $2.6m pa. 

 The activity forecasts need to be revised to give greater weight to current growth forecasts and 

current fuel prices (which are reducing the cost of air travel) rather than historic growth levels. 

Airways’ emphasis on historic growth rates has resulted in an unduly pessimistic outlook, 

particularly for domestic activity, where volume reductions are forecast, which does not reflect 

current record levels of travel, the flow-on benefits to domestic activities as a result of the 

significant uplift in the number of international tourists coming to New Zealand or the impact 

of competition which has significantly stimulated the market. 

Overall BARNZ considers that Airways’ weighted average forecast volume growth of 2.5%, 1.3% 

and 1.0% for the pricing period is too low. The FY17 forecast needs to be confirmed against 

known schedule changes for the NS16 and NW16 seasons. For FY18 and FY19 BARNZ considers 

that at the very least, the long term average growth rates (which will now be in excess of 1.7%) 

need to be applied. 
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 The practice of recouping all the operating costs relating to strategic initiatives in the year in 

which they are incurred, without taking account of when the fruits of such investment will be 

enjoyed by airlines, needs revising. This is particularly relevant to the proposed co-location of 

air traffic control centres in Auckland and Christchurch, where the $11.7m of operational costs 

are incurred over FY17 to FY19 in the forthcoming pricing period, but the estimated $53m of 

benefits are enjoyed in the following 10 years. BARNZ is interested in exploring with Airways 

the potential for spreading the recovery of the costs of projects such as these (ie where the 

benefits occur in pricing periods after those in which the majority of the costs are incurred) 

over a longer period, such as two pricing periods. 

 The policy of pricing to EVA = 0 in every year, for every element of Airways’ charging structure, 

can on occasions produce a ‘saw-toothed’ shape to the charging profile. The proposed 

Wellington Aerodrome charges are a case in point. BARNZ is interested in exploring with 

Airways whether, in situations such as this, an element of smoothing of the charges can occur 

within a pricing period, so as to minimise the temporary price reductions which are then 

followed by stepped increases in charges, larger than would have been the case had prices just 

remained constant in the first instance. In other words, whether for particular charges that 

would otherwise ‘saw-tooth’, an NPV = 0 approach over three years could be applied rather 

than pricing so as to achieve NPV = 0 in each year. 

 

Comment on Airways’ Application of the Volume Risk Sharing Mechanism 

In addition to the matters raised above regarding the calculation of the prices proposed by Airways, 

BARNZ questions the operation in practice by Airways of its volume risk sharing mechanism during the 

pricing period just concluding. BARNZ considers that Airways has not correctly applied the mechanism. 

We believe that the material over-recovery above EVA = 0 forecast to be earned by Airways this financial 

year, which Airways proposes to fully retain without any adjustment reflecting this over-recovery in the 

following year, indicates that there is a significant hole in the operation in practice of the revenue band 

mechanism, as it is being applied by Airways. 

A revenue band mechanism was introduced by Airways in 2013 as its adopted volume risk sharing 

mechanism following its decision in 2009 to remove the previous rebate scheme. The revenue band 

mechanism, as designed by Airways, provides for adjustments to charges in the year following a year in 

which revenue exceeded (or fell below) forecasts by more than 2%. In this situation, the charges that 

would otherwise have applied in the following year are adjusted upwards or downwards by the amounts 

necessary to equate to 75% of the revenue earned (or not achieved) by Airways above (or below) the 2% 

difference from forecasted revenue. In 2013 as it published its charges for the current pricing period 

Airways described this mechanism as meaning that:1 

 Airways bears all of the risk and all of the reward for differences of less than 2%; 

 For fluctuations greater than 2%, Airways bears 25% of the revenue difference and customers 

bear 75%. 

                                                                 

1 Airways Consultation Response Document, 17 May 2013, page 53. 
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However, the way in which Airways is applying its volume risk sharing mechanism does not reflect the 

above description. Airways is effectively retaining for itself the entire benefit of any differences greater 

than 2% in the final year of the pricing period. For FY2016 Airways has indicated it expects its revenue will 

exceed forecasts by 4.6% (and may in fact exceed forecasts by a greater amount as that estimate is now 

some four months old). However Airways is not applying any sharing of this revenue fluctuation in the 

following year. Airways simply intends to bank it and keep it all without any sharing with customers. 

While it is true that activity and revenue forecasts are reset in the first year of a pricing period to reflect 

the most recent actual results, this happens in any repricing exercise regardless of the presence or 

absence of a volume risk sharing mechanism. The fact that the activity levels are being updated and reset 

for FY17 does not mean that Airways is exempt from having to apply its selected volume risk sharing 

mechanism in relation to the revenue which exceeded the FY16 forecasts by more than 2%. Indeed, 

Airways’ intention to do this is explicit in its July 2012 Pricing Framework which states that “… if the 

unexpected variation in volume is in year 3 of a pricing period, the adjustment will occur in year 1 of the 

next pricing period.” This document formed the basis of the contract for services which was created upon 

airlines using Airways’ services. As such, it is a contractual requirement with which Airways must comply. 

The approach by Airways effectively means that the volume risk sharing mechanism is only applied to 

forecast volumes in the first two years of any pricing period and not to the final year. Airways’ approach 

effectively leaves Airways able to reap 100% of any fluctuations from forecasts in the final year of the 

pricing period. 

The lack of application of the volume risk sharing mechanism in the final year is particularly significant 

because it is actually the last year of the pricing period which is most likely to have the greatest variations 

from forecast revenue, given the difficulties of making accurate volumes forecasts in later years. Airways 

is therefore adopting an approach which makes its chosen volume risk sharing mechanism inapplicable 

in the year in which it would otherwise be most likely to take effect. 

For the last year of the current pricing period (FY16) Airways forecast volume growth of 1.7% as it set 

charges in 2013. In actual fact revenue is predicted to exceed this forecast by 4.6%, suggesting volume 

growth will be in excess of 10%.2 Yet Airways has not applied its volume risk sharing mechanism to the 

final year of the current pricing period. In the final year of the new pricing period (FY19) Airways is only 

forecasting 1.0% volume growth – again creating a scenario of a conservative growth forecast in a year in 

which Airways may look to avoid applying its volume risk sharing mechanism. BARNZ does not consider 

that this is an appropriate approach. 

BARNZ does not consider that this approach reflects the intention of the mechanism developed by 

Airways which, as explained by Airways in the above quotation from its pricing response documentation, 

was for Airways to bear 25% of the revenue difference, and customers 75%, for fluctuations greater than 

2%. 

                                                                 
2 Airways Pricing Framework, July 2012, page 12, where it was noted that a 10% change in traffic volumes 

increases or decreases revenue by 4%. 
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Airways has indicated that it expects FY16 revenue to exceed forecasts by 4.6%, which amounts to $7.8m.3 

$4.4m of this comprises the variation above the 2% band. Therefore, there should be a $3.3m adjustment 

to required revenue in FY17. Otherwise, Airways is left enjoying 100% of the revenue fluctuation above 

the 2% mark, which is not in accordance with the volume sharing mechanism. 

If this volume sharing adjustment occurs, as per the Airways approach of sharing 75% of additional 

revenue (or shortfalls) variations above or below 2% variation from forecast revenue, then the $3.3m 

adjustment that needs to be carried forward to FY17, alone negates a large part of Airways’ proposed 

increases in charges. However, when combined with the other matters identified by BARNZ, then it 

becomes very clear that a reduction in charges is warranted. 

A consensus seeking approach by Airways is requested 

We trust the above points are clear. We note that Airways sets its charges under contract law, the 

fundamental premise of which is offer and acceptance, as opposed to it having a statutory right to set 

charges or exercising a regulation making power. As such, BARNZ considers that Airways should endeavour 

to reach consensus with its customers in order to have the normal commercial basis of agreement 

underlying its charges. We acknowledge that an approach of deeming consent through use of its services 

is open to Airways, however we would hope that the Airways board and management would first look to 

try and reach consensus with its main customers, rather than automatically adopting a unilateral decision 

making process. 

                                                                 
3 $170,328,000 * 0.046 = $7,835,088 
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BARNZ RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION QUESTIONS POSED BY AIRWAYS 

Q. Topic BARNZ Response 

1 The use of higher prices 

for legacy services 

When the point in time is reached that reliability of a particular new solution or service is not an issue, and the CAA has 

indicated it would be prepared to accept Airways moving to provide just the new type of service or solution, then if other 

users are still requiring the original service, BARNZ supports Airways applying a premium to the legacy service to recover 

(or at least substantially contribute to recovering) the cost of continuing to provide the legacy service. BARNZ would 

support the premium being set at a level that provides a pricing signal regarding the cost to Airways of continuing to 

provide unnecessary duplicate facilities and thus encourages users to move to the new technology. Signalling the change 

in pricing well in advance (as Airways have by highlighting the potential for applying a legacy price premium for pre-flight 

clearance and instrument flight procedures) will be important so that users have the opportunity to respond to the 

proposed pricing before it is introduced. 

2 Current service availability 

targets 

BARNZ members are largely comfortable that Airways is targeting the appropriate service availability targets, or that it has 

proposed capital expenditure or initiatives which will enable it to be reaching appropriate resilience or redundancy. In 

particular, the proposal to move towards dual ATC centres in Auckland and Christchurch is supported. 

3 Forecast capital 

expenditure programme 

BARNZ supports the key capital expenditure projects proposed for the 2016-19 pricing period. 

4 Areas where service 

quality could be 

improved? 

International airlines are particularly reliant on the on-going availability of the CATIII ILS system at Auckland during winter. 

The general consensus is that current targeted service levels are appropriate, and that it is not considered necessary to 

increase the levels of reliability at this point in time. If this view altered during the pricing period, then airlines would 

want to engage with Airways over any additional investment. 
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5 Cost of capital Airways have adopted the Commerce Commission cost of capital input methodologies guidelines issued by the 

Commission in relation to airports as the basis for determining its appropriate WACC. BARNZ supports using the 

Commerce Commission methodology as the starting point. However, we consider the 7.6% capital charge rate proposed 

by Airways is too high and not reflective of recent changes in the Commerce Commission’s position regarding the 

appropriate WACC percentile to use when determining or assessing revenue targets: 

 The 3.23% risk-free rate proposed by Airways is too high and needs updating. Four year bonds tendered by the 
Government on 18 February 2016 had a weighted average yield of 2.56% (refer 
http://www.nzdmo.govt.nz/securities/govtbonds/latestresults ). Interest.co.nz information on 10 March 2016 
indicates that NZ Government stock with a maturity of 15 March 2019 has a yield to maturity of 2.10%, and that 
the three year swap rate is currently 2.31%. While these rates do not reflect the Commerce Commission 
approach of taking average annualised bid yields for the previous month prior to the charge setting decision 
being made, they do provide a snap-shot indicating that the Airways’ estimate of 3.23% needs updating. BARNZ 
considers that for a May 2016 decision by the Airways’ board, the cost of debt will need to be updated using the 
average annualised bid yields from during the month of April 2016. 

 The debt premium will likewise need updating. The most recent Commerce Commission debt premium 
information indicated that at December 2015 the debt premium applied to a five year debt issued by AIAL was 
1.15%, which is an increase on the July 2015 figure of 1% used by Airways. 

 The 67th percentile estimate adopted by Airways following the Commerce Commission’s decision to use this 
percentile for setting default price paths for gas pipelines and electricity lines businesses is inappropriate given 
the Commission’s more recent decisions for Chorus and its emerging views for airports, both of which are to use 
the mid-point estimate. 

o For Chorus, the Commission used the mid-point WACC estimate, on the basis that the mid-point as the 
best estimate of the WACC should be the starting point, and Chorus had not provided any evidence 
justifying the need for a return to be earned above the mid-point; 

o For airports, the Commission has indicated in an emerging views paper it has released for review that it 
is not appropriate to use the upper estimate of the WACC percentile range as the de facto upper limit or 
starting point when assessing profitability. The Commission has emphasised the importance of the mid-
point as the starting point for assessing returns as confirmed by the High Court in the merits review 
process. Any move above the mid-point requires the airport to provide justification and evidence of the 
rationale for targeting a higher return, with the onus being on the airport to substantiate the need for 
any uplift. 
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 There is no justification for Airways to target a return above the mid-point estimate of the WACC: 

o Like airports, Airways is not price controlled – it retains the power to set its own charges. 

o Like airports, Airways has regular consultation with a small number of engaged customers which 
provide the majority of its revenue. 

o Airways resets its prices every three years which reduces its risk. 

o Airways has reserved the right to adjust charges during the pricing period if certain circumstances are 
triggered (such as a change in the number of aerodromes, legislative or regulatory changes, CAA 
changes or material unplanned service enhancements) as well as if a general circumstance occurs which 
would substantially affect Airways. This ability to reopen pricing in these circumstances significantly 
reduces the risk faced by Airways. 

o Airways has also agreed a revenue band with airlines which results in charges being adjusted upwards 
or downwards if revenue is 2% above or below forecast, which further acts to reduce the risk faced by 
Airways. 

o In addition, Airways also consults separately on any unexpected specific capital expenditure projects 
which come up during a pricing period, and requires users to both support the project and to agree to 
specific increases in costs (over and above the standard charges set for the pricing period) before it 
proceeds with the project. This also reduces the risk to Airways. A recent example was the project to 
install night lights at Queenstown Airport. 

o Finally, there is strong regulatory over-sight of Airways by the CAA, share-holder over-sight by the 
Government of New Zealand which takes into account the wider public good to New Zealand of the 
services provided by Airways, and user over-sight by Airways’ customers. All these types of over-sight 
combine to mean that the risk of under-investment by Airways in air navigation services in New Zealand 
as a result of a mis-estimation of its WACC is very low. 

 Airways targeting a return above the mid-point of the WACC would just result in it earning a higher return, 
without there being any positive impact on its incentive to invest. There is therefore no justification in the case 
of Airways for it to target a return above the starting assumption of the mid-point estimate of a normal return. 
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 BARNZ estimates (using a 3.5% cost of debt {ie 2.5% risk free rate and 1.0% debt premium} as a placeholder) that 
adopting an up-dated mid-point WACC produces a WACC of approximately 6.8%, compared to the 7.6% being 
targeted by Airways, which reduces the annual cost of capital requirement by approximately $2m pa. In addition, 
income tax will be affected, reducing by approximately $560 000 pa, resulting in a combined annual reduction of 
revenue of $2.6m pa. 

6 Other service 

enhancements for Airways 

to consider? 

BARNZ would like to re-examine the business case for low visibility lighting at Christchurch Airport and/or CATIII at 

Christchurch Airport later in 2016 with Airways and Christchurch Airport as Christchurch Airport consults over its capital 

expenditure plans for its FY17 to FY22 pricing period. BARNZ members do not have any fixed view on whether or not this 

work is justified, but we consider that there would be benefit in re-examining the issue and assessing all costs and 

benefits in light of the improving volumes of aircraft movements at Christchurch Airport. For the avoidance of doubt, if 

there was interest in this project proceeding, BARNZ considers it should occur as a stand-alone adjustment at that time to 

approach charges for Christchurch Airport. 

7 Invest now to provide 

future benefits 

BARNZ supports making investment or incurring additional strategic operating expenses now to achieve future benefits, 

however we question the inter-period pricing equity of recovering the full level of operating costs incurred now in the 

current pricing period, when the benefits will be not be enjoyed until the following pricing period, by which time there 

may be new users enjoying those benefits without having contributed to the costs (or conversely users who contributed 

to the costs over the FY17 to FY19 pricing period may have ceased to operate services to New Zealand and may not enjoy 

the benefits of the costs of the strategic initiatives which they helped fund). The establishment of an alternate ATC in 

Auckland is a key example where $11.7m of costs are forecast to be incurred in the FY17 to FY19 pricing period preparing 

for the relocation and training of staff in relation to the new alternative ATC centre in Auckland, yet the estimated $53m 

of gross benefits are achieved over the following three pricing periods. 

It may be more equitable to spread the recovery of these costs over two or more pricing periods. For example, operating 

costs relating to the strategic initiatives preparing for the new ATC centre in Auckland could be recovered at $2.1m pa in 

the current pricing period (which would meet the $6.3m of costs incurred in FY17 and FY18) with the remaining $5.4 

incurred in FY19 recouped in the next pricing period (ie FY20 – FY22). 
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8 Changes to strategic 

strategies 

As noted above, it may be more equitable for there to be an element of smoothing of the recovery of the strategic 

initiatives over the FY17 – FY19 and FY20 – FY22 pricing periods. 

9 Published fleet changes  Emirates is commencing a daily 777 service to Dubai at the beginning of March. 

 Air Asia X commences services to the Gold Coast (travelling onto Kuala Lumpur) in March. 

 American Airlines commences weekly services from Auckland to Los Angeles in June 2016 

 United Airlines commences services from Auckland to San Francisco in July 2016 three times per week, 
increasing to daily services in October 2016. 

 Cathay have new A350 aircraft on order, with deliveries expected in the middle of 2016. It would be prudent to 
anticipate these aircraft operating on NZ routes from November or December this year (although the impact on 
MCTOW is not large). 

 Qatar will be commencing 777 daily services to Doha from Auckland on 3 December 2016 

 Air Tahiti Nui have advised that they will operate B787-900 aircraft from 2018. 

10 Future volume growth 

forecasts 

The current low fuel prices have been a strong factor stimulating additional routes; therefore BARNZ suggests that 

forecast fuel prices should also be taken into account as a relevant factor by Airways in its forecasting work. 

Airways have used historic volume growth rates as a significant contributor to its forecasts of unknown fleet changes. This 

has produced negative growth for domestic operations towards the end of the pricing period and has tended to subdue 

the growth predicted by Airways for international services. Taking into account a historical average reduction in domestic 

services of 2.1% as the guiding influence for predicting unknown fleet changes seems excessively pessimistic on the part 

of Airways. 

Moreover, the increased international services to New Zealand will have a positive down-stream impact on domestic 

operations. A prediction for domestic activities where there are no known fleet changes should be for with movements to 

remain constant. 
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Given that Airways has of recent years been unilaterally determining its published charges, it will naturally be inclined to 

adopt conservative forecasts, so as to reduce the volume risk it faces, and increase the likelihood of revenues exceeding 

required returns. Where there is a volume risk adjustment mechanism this risk is capped at the level of a 2% variance 

(according to the revenue band mechanism developed by Airways). However, Airways’ interpretation of not applying this 

adjustment mechanism in the last year of its pricing period (FY16 in this case where revenue exceeded forecasts by 4.6%) 

means that all of the benefit of conservative forecasts would be inappropriately retained by Airways in relation to the last 

year of the pricing period – the very year when forecasts are most likely to have the greatest variation. This makes it all 

the more important to ensure that overly conservative forecasts are not adopted. 

Overall BARNZ considers that Airways’ weighted average forecast volume growth of 2.5%, 1.3% and 1.0% for the pricing 

period is too low. The FY17 figure can be obtained relatively accurately from the updated schedules since Airways 

developed its pricing proposal. The FY18 and FY19 forecasts of growth around one percent are extraordinarily low and fail 

to take into account current low fuel prices, the active pursuit of expanded air service agreements by our Government, 

the marketing activities of the main airports and the increased propensity of the ordinary person to travel. These 

forecasts are below even historic averages (which were noted by Airways in 2013 to average 1.7% annual volume growth). 

The forecasts should in fact be for higher growth. 

This issue is directly related to the question of whether Airways is prepared to properly apply its volume risk sharing 

mechanism to all three years of the pricing period – or whether in fact the mechanism is only one that applies to years 1 

and 2. If the later, this leaves the most uncertain year of the whole pricing period outside of the volume risk adjustment 

mechanism which completely defeats the purpose of having the mechanism in the first place, and is inconsistent with the 

framing of the volume risk adjustment mechanism in Airways’ Pricing Document published when it set charges in 2013. 

For FY17 BARNZ considers that the 2.5% forecast needs refreshing in light of recent announced schedule changes, which 

we understand Airways intends doing. For FY18 and FY19 BARNZ considers that, at the very least, the long term average 

growth rates (which will now be in excess of 1.7%) need to be applied, however when account is taken of other matters 

such as fuel prices, marketing initiatives and Government efforts liberalising ASAs, a higher forecast growth may well be 

justified. 
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16 Score-card BARNZ would be interested in better understanding the delay related measure on the score-card so that airlines can 

assess if this is considered the appropriate measure of delay, in particular we would like clarification of how that delay is 

currently measured and its relationship with the allocated controlled time of take-off. 

NA Smoothing of proposed 

charges where temporary 

reductions are forecast 

Airways’ practice of aiming for NPV = 0 in each year of the pricing period, rather than over the pricing period as a whole, 

can lead to ‘saw-toothing’ of charges, especially if significant capital expenditure or strategic initiatives are planned. The 

proposed Wellington Aerodrome charges are a case in point as a result of the delay in the tower. Target revenue reduces 

from $6.6m in FY16 to $5.8m in FY17 before rebounding to $7.9m in FY18 and $9.4m in FY19. Introducing an element of 

smoothing through retaining the current level of charges in FY17 would enable the size of the stepped increases in FY18 

and FY19 to be reduced, while still ensuring Airways earned its target revenue over the pricing period for this activity. 
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INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION (IATA) 

SUMMARY 

As the global trade association representing the world’s leading airlines, the International Air Transport 

Association (IATA) is pleased to provide a submission on Airways NZ’s (Airways) Proposed Pricing for the 

2016-2019 Period Consultation Document. IATA’s membership includes some 260 passenger and cargo 

airlines comprising 84% of total air traffic and IATA’s mission is to represent, lead and serve the airline 

industry. 

IATA appreciates the opportunity to contribute feedback to Airways’ latest pricing proposal and also 

acknowledges the extensive consultation activities that Airways regularly undertakes with airspace users. 

In particular the several phone hook-ups undertaken with IATA to provide more detail on the paper and 

on specific queries have been helpful and appreciated. 

With respect to the paper, IATA has no major objections to the pricing proposal. However, in the course 

of reviewing the paper and considering the responses to our queries, IATA has identified several risks that, 

in order to ensure charges retain relevance and credibility for the period, should be eliminated or 

otherwise require strong controls in place to avoid those risks being realised. It would also be prudent to 

ensure satisfactory mitigation strategies are in place in the event any of the risks become actual issues. 

These are: 

 Completion of current CAPEX: there are some Projects whose completion are likely to extend 

into FY17 from the current period. Costs attributable to those projects must remain allocated 

from Charges collected from the current pricing period and ensure that future collections don’t 

subsidise their completion. 

 Under-estimation of volumes: the current period has resulted in an over-collection of charges 

due to higher levels of aircraft movements than estimated. Lower estimations for the new 

period will result in higher unit prices than required. Inputs to the aircraft movement forecast, 

including the passenger volume forecast, already show indications of being too low when 

compared to IATA’s latest forecast for domestic and internal air travel for New Zealand. Airways 

bases the international passenger forecast on tourist arrivals, which seems not to include all 

international passenger traffic to/from New Zealand (i.e. travel by non-tourists), and inputs 

historical domestic passenger growth rates for the coming periods. We recommend the 

adoptions of IATA’s passenger forecast growth rates in the modelling of aircraft movement 

projections.4 Additionally, IATA notes that Airways has a structure for partially re-balancing 

under- or over-collection of revenue through adjustments to pricing in the financial year 

following the unexpected revenue variance. It is, however, preferred that the base price unit is 

set against realistic predictions so that adjustments are not required. The new pricing period 

commences with a rebasing of revenue target due to the underestimation in the current period 

so IATA expects that if the first FY yields another (consecutive) over-collection then the 

estimates and pricing unit should be re-set realistically for the remainder of the pricing period. 

                                                                 
4 See Annex A 
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 Over-estimation of the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC): using a WACC that is too 

high can produce an over-estimation of the capital charge and therefore also a larger than 

required price unit for customers. Airways follows guidance from the Commerce Commission 

for airports in its approach for estimating the WACC. Also in accordance with the Commerce 

Commission’s guidance for airports, Airways proposes the use of the 67th or 75th percentile as 

opposed to a 50th (or average) WACC for its pricing calculations. In 2015, the Commerce 

Commission commenced a WACC input methodologies review, and more recently, received a 

response from Professor George Yarrow on the airport WACC percentile. The conclusion of the 

Professor Yarrow response suggests that there is limited rationale for using the 75th or 67th 

percentile as the de-facto upper limit of an acceptable WACC range for airports and that the 

structure of the airport business differs from other industries, such as electricity and gas, 

where WACCs above the mid-point are more relevant.5 IATA endorses these conclusions and 

recommends that Airways uses a mid-point WACC estimate as opposed to an upper percentile. 

 Cost of replacement ATM Automation System: whilst Airways NZ has a proven successful 

history for building software solutions in-house, the estimate of $32m (out of a total $44m) for 

the component of the new period to cover the replacement ATM system is significantly low 

compared to the cost of a Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) product. KPIs for the pricing period 

should include triggers that alert if costs are likely to exceed estimates. IATA recommends that 

ongoing consultation includes Airways providing information updates on the breakdown of the 

cost of work prior to commencing and during development of the new system. 

FEEDBACK QUESTIONS 

Annex B contains responses, where applicable, to the questions presented by Airways in the consultation 

paper. 

CONCLUSION 

In the interest of effective financial planning for all stakeholders, IATA stresses that prices must be set with 

realistic projections and cost estimates to ensure stability in charges for the 2016-2019 period. Airways 

should ensure that risks present are eliminated where practicable or else managed such that review and 

re-adjustments of prices up or down are avoided during the period. 

It is very possible that where adjustments made to the WACC and forecast volumes are incorporated from 

this input to eliminate risk, a reduction in unit prices and charges can be justified and in that case should 

be implemented by Airways from the start of the pricing period. 

Again, IATA appreciates the opportunity to respond to the consultation paper and is confident a successful 

outcome is achievable within the scheduled timeline. 

 

                                                                 
5 http://www.comcom.govt.nz/dmsdocument/14089 

http://www.comcom.govt.nz/dmsdocument/14089
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ANNEX A – IATA PASSENGER FORECASTS  

IATA and Tourism Economics produce a 20 year passenger forecast that is updated twice per year. By 

focusing on the fundamental drivers of air travel demand, IATA looks beyond the status quo and identifies 

the major markets that will emerge during the second century of commercial aviation, and produces a 

comprehensive forecast of 4000 city pairs. 

The latest IATA passenger forecast, produced in December 2015, are presented in Table 1 below in 

comparison to the passenger growth expectations used in the Airways aircraft movement forecasts. 

Table 1: Forecast passenger growth rates for New Zealand, annual percentage changes 

 2017 2018 2019 

IATA Domestic 4.0 5.0 4.4 

Airways Domestic 2.5 2.5 2.5 

IATA International 5.5 4.6 3.2 

Airways International 3.7 3.7 3.6 

*Airways refers to the passenger growth rates used in the aircraft movements forecast, not the source of the 

passenger growth rates 

 

ANNEX B: FEEDBACK QUESTIONS 

Consultation feedback questions 

 Service and  

Pricing Framework 

Question 1: Do you think establishing legacy prices would be an effective way of reducing the cost of 

the aviation infrastructure in New Zealand? 

Feedback: IATA supports most capable – best served. If establishing legacy prices proves an 

effective way of expediting change from a mixed equipage environment to target modern capabilities 

then that method would be respected. Any decision to introduce this change to the pricing framework 

must include further specific detailed consultation with all affected operators to ensure it will be 

realistic and sustainable. 

Question 2: Are the current service level availability targets appropriate or would you prefer a different 

level of service availability (with applicable price adjustments)? 
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Feedback: IATA doesn’t support any reduction in Service Availability for services provided to 

international operations. 

 

Proposed prices  

for airlines 

Question 3: Acknowledging Airways is required to maintain safe and reliable services, what changes, 

if any, should Airways make to the capital expenditure programme outlined in Figure 26? 

Feedback: Member feedback indicates general satisfaction with Airways proposal in terms of 

CAPEX and strategic initiatives. 

 

Question 4: Are there any areas or services where you believe Airways needs to invest more to 

increase service quality? 

Feedback: Member feedback is that there would be value in revisiting a Business Case for CATIII 

at Christchurch. 

Question 5: Are there alternative inputs to the cost of capital that would be more appropriate? 

Feedback: Refer to IATA response. 

Question 6: Are there any other service enhancements that you would like Airways to consider 

providing (for example, low visibility lighting at Christchurch or GBAS at Auckland)? 

Feedback: Member feedback is that there would be value in revisiting a Business Case for CATIII 

at Christchurch. 

Question 7: Do you agree with the approach of investing now to provide future benefits? 

Feedback: IATA’s position is that Airlines should only pay for agreed investments on an “as and 

when used” basis so the preference is for benefits to be directly linked to charges within the same 

pricing period. For benefits that are realised in future periods, there must be strong and overt 

controls and reporting to ensure delivery and measurement of those benefits are linked to the 

collection period and avoidance of future charge collection funding completion of that work. 

 

Question 8: Are there aspects of the strategies you would like to see changed? 
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Feedback: No additional comment. 

 

Question 9: Are you aware of any other published fleet changes over the next three years? 

Feedback: No additional comment. 

Question 10: Is there any other information Airways should consider to forecast future volume growth? 

Feedback: Recommend using IATA traffic forecast to either replace or supplement the forecasts 

Airways’ have used for the next period so that volumes aren’t under-estimated. 

 

Proposed prices  

for General Aviation 

Question 11: Airways is considering developing an application based on the current IFIS 

tool. Would customers find an application for flight information useful? 

Feedback: N/A (GA related) 

Question 12: Does the pricing proposal provide sufficient transparency to account for all individual 

pricing inputs? 

Feedback: N/A (GA related) 

Question 13: Do you agree with Airways initial assessment of the Milford service options? 

Feedback: N/A (GA related) 

Question 14: Is there another type of service not considered by Airways that would be more appropriate 

at Milford? 

Feedback: N/A (GA related). 

Question 15: Is there another sensible way of funding the cost shortfall at Milford? 
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Feedback: N/A (GA related) 

Scorecard 

 

Question 16: What other measures would you find useful in assessing the effectiveness of Airways’ 

services and prices? 

Feedback: No additional comment. 

Question 17: Are there any measures you would like to change? 

Feedback: No additional comment. 

Question 18: Does the length of the scorecard limit its usefulness, and if so, which measures would 

you prioritise? 

Feedback: No additional comment. 
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NZ AIRPORTS ASSOCIATION 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This is the submission from the New Zealand Airports Association (“NZ Airports”) on the 

Airways’ Proposed Pricing for the 2016-2019 Period Consultation Document issued by the 

Airways Corporation (“Airways”) on 18 January 2016 ("Proposed Pricing") together with an 

accompanying Executive Summary document (“Executive Summary”).  This submission is made 

on behalf of NZ Airport’s members and should be read in conjunction with any separate 

submissions that may be provided by individual airports. 

2. NZ Airports will be pleased to provide any further information required in support of this 

submission. 

The contact person is: 

Kevin Ward 

Chief Executive 

New Zealand Airports Association 

PO Box 11 369 

Manners Street 

Wellington 6142 

DDI: 04 384 3217 

Mobile: 021 384 524 

Email: kevin.ward@nzairports.co.nz 

3. NZ Airports recognises that Airways’ consultation process in 2012-13 developed a Service 

Framework that underpinned the last round of pricing and, subject to some refinements, now 

this pricing for the 2016-2019 period. In this submission NZ Airports raises several key issues 

that were canvassed in its previous submissions on both the Service Framework and the last 

Proposed Pricing Framework, and responds to the current proposals and consultation 

questions. 

4. We would be happy to work with Airways, and other parties, to assist in responding to the 

points made in this submission if this would be of assistance to Airways. 

AIRWAYS SERVICE LEVELS AND PRICING FRAMEWORK 

5. NZ Airports has concerns with Airways being the sole decision maker in incentivising users to 

equip to utilise new technology and withdrawing current services by fixing differential pricing 

for ‘legacy’ services. 

6. It is appreciated that Airways is raising this issue at an early stage and that if ‘legacy’ pricing is 

introduced, it will be in the 2019-2022 pricing period to allow time to consider the issues and 

for the industry to transition to services using new technology. 

7. As Airways is currently the sole provider of Air Navigation Services in New Zealand, it is 

understandable that it might lead the way in shifting users to newer technology. However, 

Airways’ decisions risk being driven from its commercial point of view alone (albeit after 

considering feedback received through consultation), rather than responding to, and being 

accountable for, the nation’s needs for continuity of a particular service that is now being 

considered as a ‘legacy’ service. 
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8. Decisions on the provision of ‘legacy’ services should involve a wider forum that takes into 

account the potential consequences of the decisions on the interests of the overall transport 

strategy for New Zealand. NZ Airports encourages wider dialogue on this issue during the 

period available before pricing needs to be settled.  

Government goals for infrastructure and transport 

9. NZ Airports strongly submits that Airways should give regard to the Government’s goals for 

economic growth and investment in infrastructure, and its long-term transport outcomes6. 

10. NZ Airports is disappointed that the Proposed Pricing neither makes any reference to this nor 

contains any evaluation of the impact Airways can have on achieving national transport 

infrastructure objectives, particularly where consideration is being given to the phasing out of 

‘legacy’ services. 

11. NZ Airports understands that the Government will work with the transport sector over the next 

decade to support the transport system in adapting to its changing environment and to meet 

the changing needs of transport users7. 

12. NZ Airports submits again that as a government-owned monopoly service provider in the 

transport sector it is appropriate that Airways take account of and give weight to the 

Government’s stated goals, in particular:  

 an efficient transport system that supports high levels of economic productivity, provides 

strong international connections for freight, business and tourism, and meets 

international obligations; and 

 an accessible and safe transport system that contributes positively to the nation’s 

economic, social and environmental welfare. 

13. The CAA’s National Airspace and Air Navigation Plan (New Southern Sky) may provide a means 

for resolving the issues around ‘legacy’ air navigation services, but it is important that parties 

with an explicit interest in the wider national transport strategies lead on this topic rather than 

Airways. This would enable the possibility of funding in the public interest to be addressed if 

necessary alongside Airways’ commercial framework. 

14. In NZ Airports’ view, Airways support for the Government’s policy and goals should be included 

in its principles for pricing. 

Potential impact of ‘legacy’ pricing 

15. The concept of pricing for ‘legacy’ services, as raised in the Discussion Document, is not 

necessarily opposed. The risk with Airways taking the decisions alone on this pricing is that 

New Zealand communities are reliant on air services in ways that might not be fully understood 

by Airways.  

                                                                 
6 Ministry of Transport Statement of Intent 2015 – 2019, The Government’s Long Term Outcomes for the 

Transport Sector 

7 p.13 Connecting New Zealand – A summary of the government’s policy direction for transport 
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16. In the absence of information about overall transport dependencies of those communities, 

there is a risk that aviation services that rely upon ‘legacy’ air navigation services may not be 

able to continue being delivered. For example, the health services to a number of regional 

communities rely on air transport as a timely and efficient alternative to provision within those 

communities. Without understanding those services and the options that might be open to 

migrate across to new technologies, Airways’ solutions driven solely by its commercial 

imperatives, or using only price-based mechanisms, may not explore the full range of 

alternatives. 

17. Where the Government’s transport goals may not be met, or may be frustrated, through 

Airways’ commercial approach, the Government should be explicitly engaged as part of the 

transition to new navigation technologies. In the event that services are required that do not fit 

Airways’ normal commercial model, consideration can then be given to other funding options. 

Strategic initiatives 

18. The overall package of strategic initiatives described by Airways is supported, subject to the 

detail of the levels of service being agreed on a case by case basis with airports as their service 

agreements with Airways are reviewed and renewed. 

Operational strategy – new operating model 

19. NZ Airports supports Airways’ efforts to gain business improvements through the ‘new 

operating model’8. The current service agreements with airports provide for levels of service 

for air traffic control to be based on “shifts” with little flexibility for incremental changes in the 

level of service in the event that airlines increase services and/or need a different ‘operating 

window’. Standardising air traffic management services and combining staff capabilities based 

on skill sets rather than geographical location could enable more flexibility in ATC services at 

regional airports and progress towards overcoming this serious current constraint. 

20. The grouping of regional airports for pricing (Group 1 and Group 2) is understood to be based 

on having similar levels of service for air traffic control – Group 1 being based on a 3-shift 

structure and Group 2 being based on a 2-shift structure. This ‘chunky’ categorising of airport 

levels of service serves to highlight the lack of flexibility that has been a concern for airports 

that do not operate 24hr air traffic control. Further comment on the regional groups is made 

later in this submission. 

21. Rationalising tower services provides an opportunity for more cost-effective and flexible 

services. 

Proposed prices for airlines 

22. The average price increase of 1.2% per annum over the next three years relies significantly on 

the expected volume growth9.   

23. In an effort to check the reasonableness of Airways’ growth forecasts, NZ Airports has 

undertaken a comparison with total movements forecast by the airports. This comparison is 

summarised in the following table: 

                                                                 
8 Consultation Document p.23 

9 Consultation Document p.46 ‘Forecasted volume growth’ 
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24. The airport forecast data in the above table is based on a summary of the traffic forecasts 

published by Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch airports in their price setting disclosures 

together with the forecast movement data made available from Queenstown. 

25. This table indicates that Airways’ assumptions of change in aircraft movement are higher than 

the airports’ total assumptions for 2017, but are consistent for 2018 and 2019. It also indicates 

that there is some variability between the Domestic and International movement categories. 

26. It is noted that the airport actual data for 2015 was below forecast, suggesting that the later 

forecasts may also be difficult to achieve.  As Airways is adjusting its starting base to 2016 

actual outcomes, it has already ensured that it is commencing its forecast from a robust 

starting position. 

27. The unit price formula established by the Pricing Framework is supported in principle. It is 

noted that the use of the formula in arriving at the various prices in Appendix 9 provides for 

continuity in price across aircraft weight groups, thereby avoiding any step in unit price at the 

aircraft weight group boundaries.  

28. NZ Airports notes that the target revenues for the services at different airports produces some 

significant variations in the incidence of increase in unit price, some increases in the first of the 

3 years being in excess of 10%. For example ‘Approach’ charges at regional attended airports 

generally increase by around 10% in the first year. 

29. Notwithstanding the above comment, NZ Airports supports the concept of grouping regional 

airports for the purposes of pricing. This reflects a more ‘network’ approach in pricing.  

DISCUSSION DOCUMENT QUESTIONS 

Q1: Do you think establishing legacy prices would be an effective way of reducing the cost of the 

aviation infrastructure in New Zealand? 

30. It is one way of moving from legacy services to new technology. However, NZ Airports submits 

that pricing of such services should be done in conjunction with a wider group including parties 

who have the interests of the overall aviation transport network as their responsibility.  

Q2: Are the current service level availability targets appropriate or would you prefer a different level of 

service availability (with applicable price adjustments)? 

31. We understand that the current service level availability targets10 are consistent with the 

service agreements with airports. NZ Airports is not aware of any expectation that the service 

levels need to be increased, with a consequential increase in levels of redundancy. The levels of 

service should be set at levels appropriate for the particular circumstances. Some airports may 

                                                                 
10 Discussion Document p.19 – Figure 13 
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prefer to make use of innovation or technology that is fit for purpose and accept, if 

appropriate, a lower level of service. Performance against these target levels will no doubt be a 

matter to be reviewed when service agreements with airports are reviewed later this year. In 

the meantime the current levels of service are generally accepted. 

Q3: Acknowledging Airways is required to maintain safe and reliable services, what changes, if any, 

should Airways make to the capital expenditure programme outlined in Figure 26? 

32. NZ Airports supports the operational strategy, including the new operating model. Airways 

should extend the operating model to address the way that regional air traffic services are 

manned – with a view to more flexibility in the way that current levels of service are delivered.  

Reductions in levels of service (such as moving from a control service to a flight information 

service) is not necessarily working smarter, and should not be assumed as a solution until users 

and the regulator are satisfied that a lower level of service is appropriate. 

Q4: Are there any areas or services where you believe Airways needs to invest more to increase service 

quality? 

33. NZ Airports endorses the work that is being undertaken by Airways to support the air services 

aspects of New Southern Skies. Airways should consider investing in lower cost technology 

solutions (such as the use of solar power that might reduce cabling, civil works, and power 

consumption) when appropriate. Measures of ‘value for money’ may in some cases be better 

than absolute quality measurements. 

Q5: Are there alternative inputs to the cost of capital that would be more appropriate?  

34. No comment. 

Q6: Are there any other service enhancements that you would like Airways to consider providing (for 

example, low visibility lighting at Christchurch or GBAS at Auckland)? 

35. Enhancements to the services applicable at specific airports should be addressed through 

discussion with the parties concerned with a view to the enhancements being reflected in the 

airport’s agreement with Airways for services. Where a particular matter spans multiple 

airports, NZ Airports can facilitate the appropriate discussion to help coordinate that 

enhancement. 

Q7: Do you agree with the approach of investing now to provide future benefits? 

36. The proposed approach to investing now in strategic initiatives that will bring quantified 

benefits in the next, and future, pricing periods. These need to be explicitly and transparently 

accounted for both now and in the subsequent pricing periods. 

Q8: Are there aspects of the strategies you would like to see changed? 

37. No 

Q9: Are you aware of any other published fleet changes over the next three years? 

38. Note the comments earlier in this submission on the forecast movement/volume growth over 

the pricing period. 

Q10: Is there any other information Airways should consider to forecast future volume growth? 
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39. Forecasts of traffic volumes from Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Queenstown Airports 

are attached for information. 

Q11: Airways is considering developing an application based on the current IFIS tool. Would you find 

an application for flight information useful? 

40. No comment 

Q12: Does the pricing proposal provide sufficient transparency to account for all individual pricing 

inputs? 

41. No comment 

Q13: Do you agree with Airways’ initial assessment of the Milford service options? 

42. No comment 

Q14: Is there another type of service not considered by Airways that would be more appropriate at 

Milford? 

43. No comment 

Q15: Is there another sensible way of funding the cost shortfall at Milford? 

44. No comment 

Q16: What other measures would you find useful in assessing the effectiveness of Airways’ services and 

prices? 

45. Actively engaging with airports in terms of the scorecard, meetings, and review provided for in 

the airport service agreements. This is acknowledged as needing two-way communication. 

Q17: Are there any measures you would like to change? 

46. No comment 

Q18: Does the length of the scorecard limit its usefulness and if so, which measures would you 

prioritise? 

47. No comment 

Q19: How often would you like the scorecard to be updated and made available? 

48. For the items that affect airports, as agreed in the airport agreements. 
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QANTAS 

Consultation feedback questions 

 Service and Pricing Framework 

Question 1: Do you think establishing legacy prices would be an effective way of reducing 

the cost of the aviation infrastructure in New Zealand? 

Feedback:  

Qantas Group supports the introduction of differential pricing to encourage users to move from the 

legacy service to the new services, on the basis that legacy prices are set to recover legacy services 

costs and only introduced in the next period (2019-2022), giving users sufficient time to implement 

new technologies. 

Question 2: Are the current service level availability targets appropriate or would you prefer a different 

level of service availability (with applicable price adjustments)? 

Feedback:  

Qantas Group estimate the current service level availability targets to be appropriate. Qantas Group 

welcomes the new operating model with Air Traffic Control split between two locations. 

 

Proposed prices for airlines 

Question 3: Acknowledging Airways is required to maintain safe and reliable services, 

what changes, if any, should Airways make to the capital expenditure programme outlined in Figure 26? 

Feedback: 

- WLG tower: Qantas Group is disappointed that the development is occurring in its current 

proposed position given the associated cost increases compared to redeveloping the 

current tower in its existing location. The price impact – especially in years 2 and 3 of this 

pricing proposal – are material, and have a significant impact on The Qantas Group’s 

operations especially to Jetstar’ s domestic operations within New Zealand. 

- NSN tower: Qantas Group is concerned about the forced timeline of the rebuild given it did 

not need to be functionally replaced (as a result of the Nelson Airport terminal 

redevelopment). It is not clear if the business case for the viability of the terminal 

development incorporated the overall cost impact for operating airlines at Nelson. It has 

also been advised that Airways has concerns that a new tower will be a stranded asset they 

cannot recover the cost for thus the asset is being depreciated over an accelerated 20 year 

period compared with its reasonable useful life. Qantas Group requests that Airways 
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reviews the costs associated with the tower build to ensure that the most cost effective build 

is undertaken and adjust models to incorporate useful life of this asset of 40 years (normal 

depreciation period). Pricing should be based on the effective useful life of the asset. The 

likelihood that such a replacement asset becomes stranded is small, WACC compensates 

Airways for risk and it is unreasonable for early users to totally cross subside future users 

of that asset. ATM system: Qantas Group is concerned about the adoption of technology 

without a full understanding as to the longevity of such technology, nor understanding of 

how ‘remote tower’ technology will develop in the coming years. Qantas Group strongly 

suggests that an ongoing review of ATC technology and a review of international best 

practice occur prior to committing to the proposed ATC system. As has been stated by 

Airways, the current ATC system is still robust and a decision on a $32m capital spend 

should not be approved without extensive due diligence. 

- Qantas Group is also concerned about the ability of Airways to effectively implement capital 

works totalling $102m over the next three years. Qantas Group recommends Airways 

reviews the current capital plan and consider pushing back non-essential projects. This will 

ensure a smoother pricing path over the coming years along with revised phasing of cost 

increases. This will also provide an increased level of comfort regarding implementation 

and efficiencies during the upcoming pricing period. 

- Finally, Qantas Group is concerned that most of these costs are not based on supplier 

quotations and may include inefficient contingencies. Any cost savings compared to the 

forecast costs should be returned to the users via a rebate mechanism else taken out of 

the pricing. 

Question 4: Are there any areas or services where you believe Airways needs to invest more to 

increase service quality? 

Feedback:  

Qantas Group doesn’t believe additional investments are required at this stage, however the Qantas 

Group always encourages cost effective investments that can deliver airline operational and airport 

and airspace optimisation. 

 

Question 5: Are there alternative inputs to the cost of capital that would be more appropriate? 

Feedback:  

Qantas Group supports the use of the Commerce Commission method in its Input Methodologies 

to estimate the cost of capital. However Airways has indicated it will be adopting the 67% percentile 

when determining future pricing paths. Qantas Group would strongly advise Airways to review the 

Commerce Commission’s emerging views on airport profitability, whereby the Commission’s current 

approach is likely to have placed too much emphasis on the upper limit of the range (75th percentile) 

when assessing airport profitability and the mid-point 50th percentile should be the starting point. 
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Seeking a range over 50% raises the notion that Airways is taking a short term view for a long term 

business. 

 

Question 6: Are there any other service enhancements that you would like Airways to consider 

providing (for example, low visibility lighting at Christchurch or GBAS at Auckland)? 

Feedback: Feedback on specific project will be made based on the provision of sufficiently detailed 

business cases and cost benefits for major projects. The Qantas Group encourages increased 

consultation at much earlier stage of the options review phase of the decision making process to 

ensure project optimisation. 

 

Question 7: Do you agree with the approach of investing now to provide future benefits? 

Feedback:  

Qantas Group understands the need to invest in the next pricing period to provide costs saving 

benefits that will only be realised in the following periods. However there is always a risk that current 

users bear the costs and that potential future new users get to enjoy the benefits without fairly 

contributing to the costs. As such Qantas Group recommends spreading the recovery of the costs 

over the life of the new assets. It would be beneficial for Airways to provide a copy of the Building 

Block Model used to derive the unit rate. 

 

Question 8: Are there aspects of the strategies you would like to see changed? 

Feedback: 

 

Question 9: Are you aware of any other published fleet changes over the next three years? 

Feedback:  

- Effective 20 September 2016, Singapore airline will operate 4 times a week from Canberra 

to Wellington using a 777 aircraft. 

- On March 3rd 2016, Emirates started operating a 777-200LR from Dubai to Auckland 

- Air New Zealand plans to continue to expand, launching flights to destinations such as 

Vietnam after increasing routes to the United States, Argentina and China in 2015. 

Question 10: Is there any other information Airways should consider to forecast future volume growth? 

Feedback:  

Airways should obtain updated forecast from all airlines and from IATA to ensure future volume 

growth is adequately forecast. 
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Proposed prices for General Aviation 

Question 11: Airways is considering developing an application based on the current IFIS 

tool. Would customers find an application for flight information useful? 

Feedback: 

 

Question 12: Does the pricing proposal provide sufficient transparency to account for all individual 

pricing inputs? 

Feedback: 

 

Question 13: Do you agree with Airways initial assessment of the Milford service options? 

Feedback: 

 

Question 14: Is there another type of service not considered by Airways that would be more appropriate 

at Milford? 

Feedback: 

 

Question 15: Is there another sensible way of funding the cost shortfall at Milford? 

Feedback: 

 

 

Scorecard 

 

Question 16: What other measures would you find useful in assessing the effectiveness 

of Airways’ services and prices? 

Feedback: 

- Airways Average annual employee salary. 

- The actual tracking of cost per unit for each of the services provided against the pricing 

forecast. 

- Additional detail and tracking for the capital expenditure program 

- Benefits realisation monitoring 
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- Airspace/ Airport availability data 

- Delay monitoring 

- Compliance reports 

 
 

Question 17: Are there any measures you would like to change? 

Feedback: 

Qantas Group would like for Airways to become more accountable for the results of the metrics. 

Monitoring performance is the first step and accountability is the next. A commercial public 

corporation is held accountable to its shareholders and in the absence of public shareholders and 

regulation Airways should become accountable to reasonable performance and efficiency targets. 

 

Question 18: Does the length of the scorecard limit its usefulness, and if so, which measures would 

you prioritise? 

Feedback: 
The current report is insufficiently detailed and lacks trending data in order to drive real performance 

improvement.  

Question 19: How often would you like the scorecard to be updated and made available? 

Feedback: 

At least twice per year 

 

Other feedback 

 

Are there any other comments you would like to make? 

Feedback: 

- Operational efficiencies: Qantas Group is concerned about the lack of operational 

efficiencies being generated as a result of the planned capital works. Based on indicative 

numbers provided by Airways, the organisation has a total of 780 staff earning an average 

salary of $126k per annum; well above the New Zealand average income of $55k. Qantas 

Group believes cost efficiencies should be generated over the coming years to drive this 

number down.  

- Building Block Model: Without a copy of the Building Block Model used to calculate the 

pricing for the FY17-19 period, airlines have no transparency on how the unit rates were 

derived. Particularly, considering the passenger growth that occurred in FY15 and FY16 

compared to activity forecast at the beginning of the current period, Airways have over 
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recovered from users. Qantas Group would like confirmation that this over-recovery was 

taken into consideration in the model for FY17-19. 

- Smoothing of charges: to avoid spikes and variability of charges from one year to the next 

within the pricing period, Qantas Group recommends smoothing the charges over the three 

years of the pricing period. We would also request Airways to consider a longer term view 

of pricing outside the three year period for improve price certainty. 
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GENERAL AVIATION 

AIRCRAFT OWNERS AND PILOTS ASSOCIATION (AOPA) 

Consultation feedback questions 

 Service and  

Pricing Framework 

Question 1: Do you think establishing legacy prices would be an effective way of reducing the cost of 

the aviation infrastructure in New Zealand? 

Feedback: NO. 

At this point Airways cannot give a description of what they may have in the way of surveillance so 

we cannot possibly answer this question accurately. 

We would need to see how the figure of cost per landing is made up for equipage. 

You make a statement that some satellite assets are not in the direct control of Airways. I would say 

that you have no direct control over any satellite assets. 

 

Question 2: Are the current service level availability targets appropriate or would you prefer a different 

level of service availability (with applicable price adjustments)? 

Feedback: Current levels adequate. 

Proposed prices  

for airlines 

Question 3: Acknowledging Airways is required to maintain safe and reliable services, what changes, 

if any, should Airways make to the capital expenditure programme outlined in Figure 26? 

Feedback: We cannot comment on Airlines pricing. 
 

Question 4: Are there any areas or services where you believe Airways needs to invest more to 

increase service quality? 

Feedback: 
There is no mention of SBAS and any contribution from Airways for the SBAS system proposal 

with Australia. This would enable approaches with vertical guidance at all airfields if required 
and enhance safety. 
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Question 5: Are there alternative inputs to the cost of capital that would be more appropriate? 

Feedback: 
No Comment 

Question 6: Are there any other service enhancements that you would like Airways to consider 

providing (for example, low visibility lighting at Christchurch or GBAS at Auckland)? 

Feedback: 
How about SBAS for the NZFIR 

Question 7: Do you agree with the approach of investing now to provide future benefits? 

Feedback: Yes 
 

Question 8: Are there aspects of the strategies you would like to see changed? 

Feedback: No Comment 
 

Question 9: Are you aware of any other published fleet changes over the next three years? 

Feedback: 
No Comment 

Question 10: Is there any other information Airways should consider to forecast future volume growth? 

Feedback: 
No Comment 

Proposed prices  

for General Aviation 

Question 11: Airways is considering developing an application based on the current IFIS tool. Would 

customers find an application for flight information useful? 

Feedback: 
You must be careful with this and ensure that what you provide is what we want. Unfortunately if 
you asked 10 aviators you would get 10 different answers so you have to develop it and see. 
 
Some recent CAA apps for weather were a waste of money. 

Question 12: Does the pricing proposal provide sufficient transparency to account for all individual 

pricing inputs? 
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Feedback: 
Yes 

Question 13: Do you agree with Airways initial assessment of the Milford service options? 

Feedback: 
We cannot comment on this 

Question 14: Is there another type of service not considered by Airways that would be more appropriate 

at Milford? 

Feedback: 
This is a regional issue and we cannot comment. 

Question 15: Is there another sensible way of funding the cost shortfall at Milford? 

Feedback: 
Yes  
Cross subsidisation by making universal charges over the country. 

Scorecard 

 

Question 16: What other measures would you find useful in assessing the effectiveness of Airways’ 

services and prices? 

Feedback: 
No Comment 

Question 17: Are there any measures you would like to change? 

Feedback: 
No Comment 

Question 18: Does the length of the scorecard limit its usefulness, and if so, which measures would 

you prioritise? 

Feedback: 
No comment 

Question 19: How often would you like the scorecard to be updated and made available? 
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Feedback: 
No Comment 

Other feedback 

 

Are there any other comments you would like to make? 

Feedback: 
Yes 
 
We consider that the vicinity landing charges for privately owned strips within the control zone 
should not be charged for. 
 
Further, controlled transit VFR through a control Zone should not be charged for. The controller 
has the right to prohibit entry and in most cases it is a safety issue to transit.  It is one or two radio 
calls and not overloading a controller. 
 
You should be giving more serious consideration to SBAS as when we are mandated to change to 
ADFSB we will require SBAS capable receivers but not able to get the full benefits of the 
technology. 
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AVIATION NEW ZEALAND 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Airways’ proposed pricing for the 2016-19 period. 

We appreciate the clear documentation issued by Airways and the public meetings held to explain what 

was proposed.  The information conveyed was easy to understand.  We were particularly pleased to see 

the performance data and the value of benefits provided being quantified. We can also see how 

productivity gains have helped minimise the need for additional funding from industry. 

No one likes price increases.  However, the proposed increases are moderate and compare well with 

inflation.   

The only question members commented on in any detail was Question 1 

QUESTION 1 LEGACY SYSTEMS 

We appreciate there are issues around legacy pricing – for Airways and customers. 

In the navigation area for example and the provision of ground based navigation aids (VOR and DME) 

some international regulators (e.g. EASA) require the use of such facilities in training.  There is a risk 

therefore, that a user pays legacy system could see trainers of international students becoming less 

competitive.  From a NZ Inc viewpoint, we would not want to see this happen. 

We understand that legacy based navigational aids (after the introduction of PBN) as the prime means of 

navigation, and who will bear the cost, has been raised at the NSSWG meetings too.  To our knowledge, 

the next phase of the NSSWG is the development of the Concept of Operations (CONOPS). The first 

meeting of the CONOPS group is scheduled for 02 May 2016, we will have representation at that meeting 

and look forward to concerns in the flight training sector, which have been made known to our NSSWG 

representative, being progressed in that forum. 

 

We look forward to future constructive involvement in any future Airways consultations.   
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CANTERBURY AERO CLUB 

General Aviation (GA) Pricing 

Following the 2012 review, air traffic services to GA were streamlined and simplified to keep prices as low 

as possible. Whilst there was the introduction of a national price to ensure prices were simple and 

inexpensive to administer, the outcome aim was to ensure that GA prices were allocated with equitable 

integrity to the services provided. 

Given this success from Airways perspective, the proposal is to simply increase prices to the same level 

as inflation / cost of living. The understanding is that for GA activity per each year the price rise would be  

 2016/17  1.7% 

 2017/18  1.6% 

 2018/19  1.8% 

The proposal is the same for airline activity / aircraft over the five tonne but the quote was for an increase 

of 3.6% for 3 years, thus an average of only 1.2% per year 

From a General Aviation perspective, the recommendation / submission is that the cost of living / inflation 

cost increase should be the same for any operator and not cheaper or more expensive. 
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CTC AVIATION TRAINING (NZ) LIMITED 

Consultation feedback questions 

 Service and  

Pricing Framework 

Question 1: Do you think establishing legacy prices would be an effective way of reducing the cost of 

the aviation infrastructure in New Zealand? 

Feedback: We disagree with establishing legacy pricing. More consideration needs to be given to 

the adoption of the new technology on a worldwide basis. For example, if VOR and DME are still 

regarded as essential approach aids for key regulators (e.g. EASA), then those systems may need 

to be retained by Airways in order to support the Flight Training industry, without imposing significant 

extra costs on just that part of the industry. 

Question 2: Are the current service level availability targets appropriate or would you prefer a different 

level of service availability (with applicable price adjustments)? 

Feedback: We believe the availability targets are appropriate. 

Proposed prices  

for airlines 

Question 3: Acknowledging Airways is required to maintain safe and reliable services, what changes, 

if any, should Airways make to the capital expenditure programme outlined in Figure 26? 

Feedback: N/A 

Question 4: Are there any areas or services where you believe Airways needs to invest more to 

increase service quality? 

Feedback: N/A 

Question 5: Are there alternative inputs to the cost of capital that would be more appropriate? 

Feedback: N/A 

Question 6: Are there any other service enhancements that you would like Airways to consider 

providing (for example, low visibility lighting at Christchurch or GBAS at Auckland)? 
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Feedback: N/A 

Question 7: Do you agree with the approach of investing now to provide future benefits? 

Feedback: N/A  

Question 8: Are there aspects of the strategies you would like to see changed? 

Feedback: N/A  

Question 9: Are you aware of any other published fleet changes over the next three years? 

Feedback: N/A 

Question 10: Is there any other information Airways should consider to forecast future volume growth? 

Feedback: N/A 

Proposed prices  

for General Aviation 

Question 11: Airways is considering developing an application based on the current IFIS tool. Would 

customers find an application for flight information useful? 

Feedback: Yes, an application will be useful on the proviso that there will not be significant 
increases in fees that result. 

Question 12: Does the pricing proposal provide sufficient transparency to account for all individual 

pricing inputs? 

Feedback: We agree with the proposal to increase GA prices by an inflation-linked amount to 
ensure they stay at current levels in real terms. However, we believe the actual CPI increase 
should be applied to rates annually, rather than using a forecast rate. 

Question 13: Do you agree with Airways initial assessment of the Milford service options? 

Feedback: N/A 
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Question 14: Is there another type of service not considered by Airways that would be more appropriate 

at Milford? 

Feedback: N/A 

Question 15: Is there another sensible way of funding the cost shortfall at Milford? 

Feedback: N/A 

Scorecard 

 

Question 16: What other measures would you find useful in assessing the effectiveness of Airways’ 

services and prices? 

Feedback: Include an additional measure in the Operational Performance section that covers 
bookings for ILS and circuits that were cancelled or delayed by Airways by over 30 minutes within 
24 hours of booking time. 

Question 17: Are there any measures you would like to change? 

Feedback: No 

Question 18: Does the length of the scorecard limit its usefulness, and if so, which measures would 

you prioritise? 

Feedback: Potentially. Different sectors will find certain scorecard measurements more useful than 
others. For example, as a GA operator, we find measurements such as critical safety incidents, 
booking slot cancellation or delay statistics (as mentioned in Q16), delivery of the PBN program, 
and measurement with the performance against pricing inputs are more useful and relevant. 
We suggest scorecards be developed for the different key sectors, i.e. Airlines and GA, etc. 
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Question 19: How often would you like the scorecard to be updated and made available? 

Feedback: Quarterly. 

Other feedback 

 

Are there any other comments you would like to make? 

Feedback: No further comments. 
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FLYING NEW ZEALAND 

FLYING NZ SUBMISSION ON THE AIRWAYS NZ PRICING FRAMEWORK 

Flying NZ is the parent organization which represents some 43 aero clubs and some 3500 pilots 

throughout New Zealand. 

Flying NZ appreciates that Airways have consulted with Flying NZ a number of times and at an early stage 

of this current round of discussions with regards to the 2016/2019 proposed pricing framework. 

Most of these aero clubs carryout flight training, some to a greater extent than others but with the main 

purpose of catering for the recreational pilot. 

These Aero clubs are domiciled throughout New Zealand at both Airways attended aerodromes as well as 

unattended aerodromes. The majority of aero club pilots fly out of uncontrolled aerodromes which are 

not subject to Airways charges. There is however a number that do fly from Airways controlled 

aerodromes. Many of these individual pilots do not see that Airways bring a level of surveillance and 

safety to their operation. 

To the aero club which has a number of aircraft operating from the controlled aerodrome the Airways 

charge becomes a significant part of the operating cost of the aircraft, particularly when carrying out 

circuit training. Flight training is a very competitive business with aero clubs competing with the full time 

flying schools for the training business. Therefore these same aero clubs become very price sensitive 

particularly when setting hourly flying rates. External charges eg Airways, can have and does have a 

substantially effect on the hourly charge out rate of the aircraft and may be the difference between 

gaining a member or not. 

A number of recreational pilots believe when the term General Aviation is used that it is only referring to 

them. They do not understand that in the Airways context that general aviation is all those operators 

operating aircraft of 5000 kgs and below which includes small commercial operators. Therefore they 

believe that they are somehow being unfairly targeted by being charged for using Airways services. 

Flying NZ believes that the change to the Airways pricing in 2012 was a step in the right direction and 

substantially agrees with the methodology around this pricing for this current round. Flying NZ accepts 

that there is a cost to Airways operating their services at controlled airports and that general aviation 

should pay a share of this so long as it is fair and equitable and that the process is transparent 

Therefore Flying NZ accepts the proposed 2016 – 2019 prices for general aviation to be increased by 

inflation with an average of 1.2% over these three years with a rider that if inflation gets to 2% the general 

aviation community be consulted with regards to the way forward. 
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SPORT AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION NZ INC. (SAANZ) 

Consultation feedback questions 

 Service and  

Pricing Framework 

Question 1: Do you think establishing legacy prices would be an effective way of reducing the cost of 

the aviation infrastructure in New Zealand? 

Feedback: SAANZ disagrees with this proposal. 

Whilst the idea of encouraging users to move to using new equipment and services is to be 

encouraged, we disagree completely with punishing those who continue to use traditional methods 

of interacting with Airways. 

Increasing or adding charges for the use of existing facilities and equipment will do nothing for 

promoting aviation safety and will have the direct opposite affect and drive pilots away from taking 

the safest option or route when transiting a zone controlled by Airways. 

Question 2: Are the current service level availability targets appropriate or would you prefer a different 

level of service availability (with applicable price adjustments)? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Proposed prices  

for airlines 

Question 3: Acknowledging Airways is required to maintain safe and reliable services, what changes, 

if any, should Airways make to the capital expenditure programme outlined in Figure 26? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Question 4: Are there any areas or services where you believe Airways needs to invest more to 

increase service quality? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Question 5: Are there alternative inputs to the cost of capital that would be more appropriate? 
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Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Question 6: Are there any other service enhancements that you would like Airways to consider 

providing (for example, low visibility lighting at Christchurch or GBAS at Auckland)? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Question 7: Do you agree with the approach of investing now to provide future benefits? 

Feedback: SAANZ agrees with this approach. 

Question 8: Are there aspects of the strategies you would like to see changed? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Question 9: Are you aware of any other published fleet changes over the next three years? 

Feedback: No 

Question 10: Is there any other information Airways should consider to forecast future volume growth? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Proposed prices  

for General Aviation 

Question 11: Airways is considering developing an application based on the current IFIS tool. Would 

customers find an application for flight information useful? 

Feedback: SAANZ considers that an App for portable electronic devices would be useful provided 
it was integrated with and included MetService data. A single source of all applicable documents 
that pilots require to fly safely throughout NZ should be the primary focus. 

Question 12: Does the pricing proposal provide sufficient transparency to account for all individual 

pricing inputs? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 
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Question 13: Do you agree with Airways initial assessment of the Milford service options? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Question 14: Is there another type of service not considered by Airways that would be more appropriate 

at Milford? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Question 15: Is there another sensible way of funding the cost shortfall at Milford? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Scorecard 

 

Question 16: What other measures would you find useful in assessing the effectiveness of Airways’ 

services and prices? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Question 17: Are there any measures you would like to change? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Question 18: Does the length of the scorecard limit its usefulness, and if so, which measures would 

you prioritise? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 
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Question 19: How often would you like the scorecard to be updated and made available? 

Feedback: SAANZ has no comment to make on this matter. 

Other feedback 

 

Are there any other comments you would like to make? 

Feedback:  
 

 
1. Charging Recreational Aviators for Airways Services.  

 
SAANZ believes Recreational Aviators should not have to pay for any interactions 
they currently have with Airways. We believe it makes little sense in attempting to 
recover the cost of these services from a small number of aircraft operators when 
the primary beneficiaries of having an Airways service are the fare paying 
passengers who fly with the commercial airlines. We believe it is the fare paying 
public who should be paying for Airways services and not Recreational Aviators.  
We believe this would be a more financially prudent method of recovering costs as 
Airways charges could be more readily divided over a large number of fare paying 
passengers than over a small number of pilots.  
Furthermore, Recreational Aviators don’t actually perceive that Airways is providing 
them a service as typically we are only providing location information to Airways 
staff and answering questions from Airways staff as we briefly transit Airways 
controlled zones. Commercial airlines on the other hand are receiving and fully 
utilising Airways services on a daily basis as they fly into and out of Airways 
controlled airspace and airfields, and as already mentioned, they also have the 
ability and capacity to on charge Airways costs to their passengers, Recreational 
Aviators do not.  
 

2. Vicinity Landing Charges  
 

SAANZ disagrees with the current Airways practice of charging Vicinity Charges to 
operators of private airstrips that happen to fall within Airways Control Zones. This 
is the equivalent of charging private motor vehicle owners to drive in and out of 
their home garages. SAANZ believes private airfield operators should be exempt 
from Vicinity Charges as they are being penalised for what are in effect private 
operations.  
 

3. Transit Charges  
 

SAANZ also believes that Recreational Aviators should not be charged for 
transiting Airways Control Zones. This practice is counter-productive and actively 
discourages recreational aviators from taking the safest route through a given 
Control Zone or airspace controlled by Airways. In the worst case scenario, it is 
possible that some pilots may turn off their transponders to avoid being charged for 
using the Airways service which not only endangers themselves but others users of 
the airspace.  
Furthermore, the cost of recovering these charges must far outweigh the moneys 
recovered so it does not make much sense to attempt to recover them.  
SAANZ would like to see transit charges scraped for Recreational Aviators.  
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